
Anameka Mail Boxes!

How do we offer Anameka via post?
We can safely send Anameka from May through to the end of
August. We cannot offer postage of Anameka outside of this
period.  We give your Anameka a bath in SeaSol prior to packing
tightly into lined boxes and send via Australia Post with tracking
details. Plants are safe in their boxes for up to 14 days, with most
packages arriving within 4-5 days. Your Anameka should be
planted as soon as you receive them to get the best results.
Postage is at customers cost. Anameka plants are $1.20 each
PLUS GST, and for orders of over 10,000 plants they are $1.00
each PLUS GST. Unfortunately we cannot send to TAS or WA.
There are also requirements to send to SA customers meaning
we need plenty of notice prior to sending to obtain Plant Health
Certificates.

We fit approx. 90 Anameka plants into a small mailing box. Small
mailing boxes usually cost between $15 & $28 to send-
depending on weight at time of packing and recipients' location.
This is a guide only as price can vary. 

Larger mailing boxes hold approx. 250 Anameka plants and
usually cost between $40 & $65 to send depending on weight at
time of packing and recipients location. Again this is a guide only
as price can vary.

We offer boxing and freight of larger orders. Freight is
recommended for orders of over 1000 Anameka. We pack your
Anameka plants into wax boxes, and work with customers
closely to ensure the timing of freight works, and we also work in
with available freight networks. There is a $10 boxing & handling
fee for each box we supply. Freight isn’t available everywhere,
but we are always happy to investigate and work with customers
as best as we can.  We need plenty of notice to send larger
volumes via freight as packing orders takes time.
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Small Boxes - 90 Plants (approx)

Large Boxes - 250 Plants (approx)

Larger Orders - Freight Options


